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Let A be the Banach algebra of complex valued functions/ on the

circle of the form /(x) = zZcneinx where ||/|| = z2\c<>\ is finite, c„ is a

complex number and the sums are taken over all the integers. A fa-

mous theorem due to Wiener asserts that if / is in A and is nowhere

vanishing, then the reciprocal of / is also in A.

The purpose of this note is to show that if a subset of A consists

of elements whose norms are bounded and whose ranges are uniformly

bounded away from zero, then the norms of the inverses need not be

bounded. This is the content of Theorem II. The proof of Theorem II

rests heavily upon Theorem I, which is due to Katznelson [l]. A

proof of Theorem I can be found in [2, p. 143].

We say that a complex valued function F defined on [ — 1, l] oper-

ates on A in case F(/(x)) is an element of A for each / in Q= \/EA:

sp(/)C[ —1, l]}- We use sp(/) to denote the range of/.

Theorem I. 7/ F operates on A, then F has an analytic extension to

a neighborhood o/ [ — 1, 1 ] in the complex plane.

For positive real numbers a, b, K with a<b, let S(a, b, K) denote

the set \fEA:sp(f)E\a,b] and \\f\\^K}.

Theorem II. For some choice of positive real numbers a, b, K with

a<b, the set {||/_1|| :fES(a, b, K)} is not bounded.

Proof. Assume that the theorem is false. Let en be a sequence of

positive real numbers such that X)e„ (» = 1, 2, • - ■ ) is finite. For/

in<2,||l+e„-/|| ^l+en + ||/|| and sp(l+€„-/) is a subset of [e„,2 + e„].

Therefore, l-f-e„—/is in 5,(e„, 2+en, l+«„-f||/||). For each positive in-

teger «chooseAf„^ 2" so that jig"1!! gil7„forallgin S(en, 2 +e„,l+e„ + w).

Then

||(l + «n-/)-1|| g Mn,      fEQ,   ll/H £».

Define the function F on [ — 1, l] by

CO

F(t) = T, (nM~\l + en- t)~ ,   t E [-1, 1].
n=l
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For/GC,

HeJIf^l + e*-/)-1!! ge„,    * fc ||/||.

Therefore, F(J) is the limit in A of the absolutely convergent series

00

E *if;r (i+ *-/)".
n=l

Since/ was arbitrarily chosen in Q, it follows that F operates on A.

But, by Theorem I, F must have an analytic extension to a neighbor-

hood of [ — 1, l] in the complex plane; and this is impossible since F

on [ —1, l] is the restriction of a function meromorphic in the plane

punctured at 1 with poles piling up there. This contradiction com-

pletes the proof of the theorem.
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